
Reasons to choose in-person instruction

THERE IS NO PLACE LIKE SCHOOL!

In-person learning is best 
Schools do not only provide academic instruction, they also offer

students opportunities to socialize with peers, connect with school
staff, and access valuable support services. The protocols put in

place by our district have allowed us to offer students a safe space
to learn and thrive.

When your child attends school in-person, they develop healthy
routines.
Students benefit from peer interactions and vital connections with staff.
Schools offer a range of support services that can assist students in
meeting their academic and social potential.



Why our students want to be in school
 

Shelby McCaherty and Valeria Rivera Flores
had a lot to say about their distance learning
experiences. They both agreed it can be hard

to stay focused when you have energetic
siblings or fun new toys to be played with. 

 
They went on to talk about what their teachers
do to make learning fun and how much more

they enjoyed being in their classrooms than at
home to learn. 

 

"I get distracted at home by my siblings."
"I like seeing my teachers."
"Assignments are easier in person and explained better."
"I don't feel stressed."
"I get to actually do gym!"
"I love that I can bring in my Chromebook into class and use it here."

Here are a few of their reasons for choosing
in-person learning over distance learning!



Students, parents, and administrators share with us
why they believe in-person learning is essential!

"Teacher interaction during lessons is more direct and the students have more immediate
feedback. The teacher is there to assist in problem solving." 

- Judith Drenzek, Mackrille School Principal 

"It's better off for parents in general so they can work and keep accountability." 
-Officer Matakaetis, Bailey Middle School

"I prefer in-person learning because there's too much going on for distance learning and it
makes me stressed." 

- WHHS Student

"My children perform better and are happier when attending school in-person" 
-Seth Haley Parent

"In my mind nothing compares to being able to look out at your students faces and see
understanding without them having to vocalize it. You can feel it in the room when your

lesson is working, or when it’s not and you have to make adjustments on the fly. There’s no
substitute for that."

- Dana Paredes, West Haven High School Principal

"Kids struggle waking up in the mornings with a lack of structure." 
- Officer Brown, Bailey Middle School

"I believe in person learning is the best because the staff is able to provide engagement in all
academic areas as well as social and emotional support for the students." 

- Taryn Driend, Savin Rock Community School Principal

"Although I am very proud of my teachers and staff for their diligent efforts to make
synchronous teaching work, there will never be a duplicate of the magic they create each and

every day for the students who enter Carrigan."
- Alicia Limosani, Carrigan Intermediate School Assistant Principal


